
        The Advanced Classes 
 

Fun Level One:   Most work off-lead 
 
Learn and perfect off-lead heeling and recall (come)  
Learn to jump 3 different types of obstacles (high jump, bar jump, broad jump) 

 on command 
Learn to jump over a series of jumps 

Learn to drop to the ground from a distance and stay in position until called 
Sit-say and down-stay commands are performed with the owners out of sight 

 of their dogs.  Of course the distractions become more challenging too, because 
 food,  animals and many other tempting offerings are used to entice your dog. 
 

Fun Level Two:   All work off-lead –Agility! 
 
Agility!  Your dog will learn navigate and obstacle (agility) course including triple hurdles, tunnels, a 

 hoop jump, a pause table and an 8 foot scaling board. 
Tricks!  “Bang! You’re Dead”, jumping through a hula hoop, carrying your groceries, finding your lost 

 keys by scent and returning them to you. 
Advanced Obedience!  The “Signal Exercise”:  Heel, Stand, Stay, Down, Sit, Come, Finish at a 

 distance with hand signals only – no voice commands. 
 

Fun Level Three:   All work off-lead –Agility! 
  

Agility!  More obstacles including a triple-bar jump, collapsed tunnel, weave 

 poles, pause box, ladder, spread jump, crawl tunnel  and “under-overs” 
Tricks!  “Take a Bow”, Crawl, Wave Goodbye 
Advanced Obedience!  

 

 Report:  Carry objects from one person to another 
 Seek Back:  An advanced “Find” exercise 
 Control Exercise:  Send your dog away from you in a straight line, 

stop him in a sit, call him, stop him in a stand, down, back up to a sit, 
come and finish.  This is challenging and fun! 

 Retrieve a wooden dumbbell and other objects 
 

Pi Square:   All work off-lead 
Agility! Flyball! Rally! Obedience! Tricks! 

The Pi Square level is a continuing course.  Handers can continue training for as 
long as they wish in increasingly challenging 8 week sessions. 

 

Agility!  More obstacles including the teeter totter, dog walk, sway bridge, 

swing plank, hanging barrel and agility games 
More Tricks!  Put away your toys, ring the doorbell, close & open the door, 

 roll over, get me a soda from the refrigerator, find the remote, get the 
 newspaper and much more 

Advanced Obedience!  Scent discrimination, directed jumping, directed 
retrieving, retrieve over obstacles, weave pole recall and scent hurdles. 
Challenging new skills!  Rally, Flyball, brace and team work, and Canine Freestyle (dog dancing) 
Exhibition Work!  Perform in parades and school and community events 

Pizza Orientations!!!!! 
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What to Expect Beyond Basic Training 
 

What will your dog learn in our 
Fun Level and Pi Square courses? 

 
He will learn to: 

 

Search for and find lost items 
Help you carry the groceries 

  Retrieve your mail or newspaper 
Jump through hoops, run through tunnels, 

 Climb a scaling board, walk a teeter totter and dog walk 
Roll over, play dead, get a soda from the refrigerator, 

      take a bow, turn on the light, wave goodbye. open a door 
 

Establishment Dog Training offers five levels 
 of training designed for the family pet: 
 

Level 1: Basic Training                On-lead Basic Obedience 
Level 2: Fun Level One                                  Off-lead, Jumping, Drop    
Level 3: Fun Level Two                      Beginning Agility/Tricks/Obedience 
Level 4: Fun Level Three   Intermed Agility, Tricks, Obedience                    
Level 5: Pi Square                              Advanced Agility, Tricks Obedience 

                                  (This is a continuing course) 
 

 

A note about our Pi Square Level: 
The Pi Square level is a continuing education course for students who simply can’t get 
enough dog training.  In other words, you can continue training with the same group of 
people for as long as you desire.  there are always new things to learn and there is 
always room for improvement on the things already learned.  Pi Square level members 
also participate in parades and exhibitions for schools and community associations to 
demonstrate their skills and show others the advantages and joys of sharing their lives 
with a “Canine Good Citizen”. 
 

The Pi Square level has grown into groups of people 
who consider themselves friends and are always 
happy to accept new friends into the group.  The Pi 

Square groups meet at a local pizza parlor for their orientation classes 
before each session where everyone has a great time.  We hope that 
your enthusiasm for dog training eventually takes you to the Pi Square 
level.  You will enjoy the friendships you develop and the skills you and 
your dog acquire.  Feel free to call us at any time for more information. 
 
 

See Reverse Side For Details of Skills Taught At Each Level 

http://www.establsihmentdog/

